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EVALUATING AND IMPROVING

• LOS ANGELES HARBOR COLLEGE
  • REVIEWED AND REVISED MISSION STATEMENT
  • DEVELOPED A BETTER ALIGNED STRATEGIC EDUCATIONAL MASTER PLAN (SEMP)
  • TRANSITIONED TO SHAREPOINT
  • SHIFTED FROM FORMING STANDARD COMMITTEES TO EXISTING CAMPUS PARTICIPATORY COMMITTEES RESPONDING TO STANDARD QUESTIONS
EVALUATING AND IMPROVING

LOS ANGELES HARBOR COLLEGE PROMOTES ACCESS AND STUDENT SUCCESS THROUGH ASSOCIATE AND TRANSFER DEGREES, CERTIFICATES, ECONOMIC AND WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT, AND BASIC SKILLS INSTRUCTION. OUR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS AND SUPPORT SERVICES MEET THE NEEDS OF DIVERSE COMMUNITIES AS MEASURED BY CAMPUS INSTITUTIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES.
EVALUATING AND IMPROVING

- INSTITUTIONAL LEARNING OUTCOMES
  - ISLO 1 – COMMUNICATION
  - ISLO 2 – COGNITION
  - ISLO 3 - INFORMATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL COMPETENCY
  - ISLO 4 - SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY AND ETHICS

- STRATEGIC EDUCATIONAL MASTER PLAN
  - GOAL 1 - ACCESS AND PREPARATION FOR SUCCESS
  - GOAL 2 - TEACHING AND LEARNING FOR SUCCESS
  - GOAL 3 - ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
  - GOAL 4 - RESOURCES AND COLLABORATION
EVALUATING AND IMPROVING

• TRANSITIONED TO SHAREPOINT
  ➢ HARBOUR’S ASSESSMENT-BASED PLANNING SYSTEMS (HAPS)
  ➢ A PLACE TO MAINTAIN, MANAGE, STORE AND ACCESS COLLEGE DOCUMENTS

• ASSIGNED RESPONSIBILITY TO COMMITTEES FOR RESPONDING TO STANDARD QUESTIONS
  ➢ PROMOTED A SHIFTING OF RESPONSIBILITY, SHARING AND COMMUNICATING
“FACULTY LED AND ADMINISTRATIVELY SUPPORTED

SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP”
APPLYING NEW ACCJC STANDARDS

• STANDARD II: STUDENT LEARNING PROGRAMS AND SUPPORT SERVICES
  • A. INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
    • ALL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS...
    • FACULTY, INCLUDING FULL TIME, PART TIME AND ADJUNCT FACULTY...
    • IDENTIFIES AND REGULARLY ASSESSES LEARNING OUTCOMES...
    • PRE-COLLEGIATE LEVEL CURRICULUM IS DISTINGUISHED FROM COLLEGE LEVEL CURRICULUM...
    • DEGREE AND PROGRAMS FOLLOW PRACTICES COMMON TO AMERICAN HIGHER EDUCATION...
    • SCHEDULES COURSE IN A MANNER THAT ALLOWS STUDENTS TO COMPLETE CERTIFICATES/DEGREES...
APPLYING NEW ACCJC STANDARDS

• STANDARD II: STUDENT LEARNING PROGRAMS AND SUPPORT SERVICES
  • A. INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS, CONTINUED
    • EFFECTIVELY USES DELIVERY MODES…
    • VALIDATES THE EFFECTIVENESS OF DEPARTMENT-WIDE COURSE /PROGRAM EXAMINATIONS…
    • AWARDS COURSE /DEGREE/CERTIFICATES BASED ON STUDENT ATTAINMENT OF LEARNING OUTCOMES…
    • CLEARLY STATES TRANSFER-OF-CREDIT POLICY
    • INCLUDES IN ALL OF ITS PROGRAMS, STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES APPROPRIATE TO THE PROGRAM LEVEL
    • REQUIRES ALL DEGREE PROGRAMS A COMPONENT OF GENERAL EDUCATION
APPLYING NEW ACCJC STANDARDS

• STANDARD II: STUDENT LEARNING PROGRAMS AND SUPPORT SERVICES
  • A. INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS, CONTINUED
    • ALL DEGREE PROGRAMS INCLUDE FOCUSED STUDY IN AT LEAST ONE AREA OF INQUIRY
    • GRADUATES COMPLETING CAREER-TECHNICAL CERTIFICATES/DEGREES DEMONSTRATE TECHNICAL/PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCIES
    • PROGRAM ELIMINATION/SIGNIFICANTLY CHANGED FACILITATE STUDENT COMPLETION PROCESS
    • REGULARLY EVALUATES THE QUALITY AND CURRENCY OF ALL INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
"FACULTY LED AND ADMINISTRATIVELY SUPPORTED"
ANALYSIS OF FACULTY LEADS AND APPLICATION OF SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP

- Faculty Led Committees/Activities
  - Curriculum
  - Distance Education/Distance Learning
  - Student Learning Outcomes
  - Program Review

- Situational Leadership Practices
  - Directing
  - Coaching
  - Supporting
  - Delegating
ADMINISTRATIVELY SUPPORTED

• SITUATIONAL LEADERSHIP BEHAVIORS
  • DIRECTING
  • SUPPORTING
EVALUATING AND IMPROVING

HOW WILL YOU SUPPORT OTHERS IN THE ACCREDITATION PROCESS?